This paper describes one method for modeling the rope of cyclical helical surfaces as surfaces of technical practice. The cyclical helical surfaces are generated by continuous movement of the circle together with the moving trihedron of the helix along this helix. The rope is composed of equal sets of cyclical surfaces in two layers. In this paper there is described the creation of straight and helical rope and vector functions of the surfaces in the rope are derived. The author visualizes the resulting surfaces in the rope obtained by its parametric approach in the MAPLE program.
Introduction
A rope of cyclical helical surfaces is created of cyclical helical surfaces in two layers (Fig.1) . The first layer contains one set and the second layer contains n sets of surfaces screwed about the set of the first layer. Each set of surfaces contains one central surface and l surfaces screwed about this central surface (Fig.3, Fig.4) . A particular cyclical helical surface is created by movement of a circle with a radius r (Tab.1) along the helix s, where the center of the circle is located on the helix and the circle is located in the normal plane of the helix (Fig.2, Fig.3 ).
The particular helix will be marked by kji s , where the index 2 , 1 k = marks the layer number, the index n ,..., 1 j = marks the set number in the corresponding layer, the index 0 = i marks the central helix in the corresponding set, l 1,..., i = marks other helix in this set. Helix kji s will be described by its vector function with homogeneous coordinates as function of the parameter A cyclical helical surface kji Φ created by movement of a circle c with a radius r along the helix kji s will be described by the vector function
where parameter π ∈ 2 , 0 u and is a transformation matrix of the trihedron ( )
determined by the basic normal, binormal and tangent of the helix kji s with unit vectors expressed in (4), (5), (6) into the orthogonal coordinate system ( ) 
The helix 
where 
where angle l 2π = α .
In Fig.5 d) there is displayed the straight rope of cyclical helical surfaces determined by the parameters 2 , 1 , 1
(all surfaces are right-handed). In case a) there is displayed one set of the surfaces of the first layer, in case b) there is displayed one set of the first layer and one set of the second layer, in case c) there are displayed surfaces Φ 110 , Φ 210 , Φ 220 , Φ 230 , Φ 240 .
In Fig.6 there is the changed parameter 2 m of the same straight rope as in Fig.5 and another parameters are the same. In Fig.7 there are ropes with changed parameters given under the corresponding picture. 
Conclusion
A straight rope of the cyclical helical surfaces can be used as a surface around which helical rope screwes as its following layer.
In Fig.11 there is displayed one straight rope and one or two pitches of the helical rope. Vector functions of particular surfaces in the rope of surfaces are created by using parameters by which we can simulate different types of ropes.
As the conclusion, it can be summarized that the presented rope of cyclical helical surfaces serves as an endlessly rich source of inspiration for design purposes. Their unusually complex forms are obtained in a relatively simple way of composite spatial transformations.
